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Managing Rape Culture
I'm a very fortunate long-time survivor who is alarmed at the attitudes I see when I dare to post
against rape on social media.
Because I spent so much of my life in recovery and reclaiming I have focused more, for
decades, on just living well. I was cushioned from awareness of rape culture and just how bad it
is - not just around the world, but on line. I am alarmed.
But also, I want to do something about it.
My awakening came last fall in the form of an episode of Downton Abbey and the attitudes
displayed by producers of the show, by journalists, by bloggers and by most people who post
comments after articles on line. It appalled me on many levels.
I've since noticed that if I even post on my own Facebook page that I don't happen to like rape
scenes, I will be attacked for it in some way. This was the core of my awakening. It would never
occur to me to try to invalidate or reduce the idea of rape as a heinous and life-ruining atrocity.
For some reason this attitude is rampant. It's almost as if I've tipped a sacred cow to simply say,
"I wish there weren't so many rape scenes on TV, and I wish they would post Trigger Alerts," I
have been attacked for this time and time again - when if I had said I didn't like animal cruelty
scenes, there would have been a pure outpouring of commiseration.
WHY? I asked myself.
I've since done much more self-educating. And I would love to connect with people who are also
seeking to raise awareness with the right arguments and verbal strategies. At first I responded
very emotionally and that always backfired. I'm re-reading critical thinking volumes in hopes that
it will help me to take on the people who pose arguments like, "Are you saying rape is worth
than other atrocities?" "Oh, come on. I've seen much worse on TV," and even, "Get over it,"
This is not just for me. I worry about the effect of this kind of invalidation and insidious verbal
attack on survivors who are still working through earlier or unprocessed stages of trauma. I
worry a lot.
Thank you so much for reading.
Robbie
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